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WHISKEY HIGHBALL
Description
High in the pantheon of two-ingredient cocktails sits the Whiskey Highball. Comprising just
whiskey, club soda and ice, it’s easy to make, but we wouldn’t call it simple.
With a cocktail this unembellished, the secret to crafting a truly excellent version lies in the
details. Beyond using a whiskey you enjoy (if you wouldn’t sip it neat, don’t use it in this drink),
you’ll also want to use high-quality ice and a good freshly opened club soda that has been
chilled as cold as possible. Japanese bartenders, known for their fastidious attention to detail,
have perfected the highball, down to the precise number of times you should stir it at each step.
That said, you can certainly take some liberties with this drink, the greatest of which being the
type of whiskey you employ in it. Use any type of whiskey you like: bourbon, rye, any of the
ambiguously categorized American whiskeys, scotch or Japanese whisky.
Whether you’re the type of home bartender who counts the number of times your bar spoon
circles the glass or just want to throw together a satisfying cocktail in mere seconds, the Whiskey
Highball has something to offer every drinker.

Ingredients

Steps

 2 ounces whiskey
 4 ounces club soda

1. Add the whiskey into a highball glass
with ice.
2. Top with club soda and stir gently and
briefly to combine

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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DRY MARTINI
Description
Who mixed the world’s first Martini? It’s a good question, but you could stumble down
a very deep, dark rabbit hole trying to find out. Was it a California prospector during
the 1849 Gold Rush or the barman at a flossy New York City hotel 50 years later? Most
likely, it’s a cocktail that came onto the scene in multiple places at once, as bartenders
began to experiment with gin and dry vermouth. Regardless, no origin story will leave
you feeling as blissful and content as you will feel after drinking a classic, well-made
Dry Martini.
Ingredients





2 1/2 ounces gin
1/2 ounce dry vermouth
1 dash orange bitters
Garnish: lemon twist

Steps
1. Add all the ingredients into a mixing
glass with ice and stir until very cold.
2. Strain into a chilled cocktail glass.
3. Garnish with a lemon twist.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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GARIBALDI
Description
This classic Italian cocktail couldn’t be simpler: It combines just two ingredients,
Campari and orange juice. Some early versions of the cocktail call for a one-to-one
ratio, but upping the juice makes for a more balanced drink.
The secret to its deliciousness, however, lies within the technique used to add texture to
the juice. The OJ should be freshly squeezed and “fluffy,” or aerated, either via a Breville
(or similar) juicer that spins at such a high speed that it aerates the juice, as they do at
Dante in New York City, or with a handheld frother or by blending it at high speed
without ice. The frothy texture helps soften the Campari’s bitterness.
Ingredients

Steps

 1 1/2 ounces Campari
 Fresh “fluffy” juice of one orange
(approximately 4 ounces)
 Garnish: orange wedge

1. Fill a highball glass with ice cubes.
2. Add the Campari and orange juice,
and stir to combine.
3. Garnish with an orange wedge.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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LONGSHOREMAN
Description
A simple variation on the Manhattan, the Longshoreman was invented by bartender
Abigail Gullo, who substitutes Sicilian amaro Averna for Angostura bitters. Don’t skip
out on the flamed orange peel, which adds a bit of flair, as well as a burned citrus finish,
to the Longshoreman.
Ingredients





2 ounces rye whiskey
1/2 ounce Averna amaro
1/2 ounce Punt e Mes
Garnish: flamed orange peel

Steps
1. Add all ingredients into a mixing glass
with ice and stir.
2. Strain into a chilled coupe.
3. Strike a match and hold it near the
drink’s surface. With the skin side
toward the flame, press the orange
peel to express and ignite the oils.
4. Rub the peel over the rim of the glass
and drop in the drink.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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A LA LOUISIANE
Description
The A La Louisiane (sometimes called De La Louisiane) is the former house drink of
New Orleans’ restaurant La Louisiane. A variation on the Vieux Carré, the cocktail’s
herbal flavors can be punched up or scaled back depending on the amount of
Bénédictine, Peychaud’s and absinthe you use.
Ingredients







2 oz Rye whiskey
3/4 oz Sweet vermouth
1/2 oz Bénédictine
3 dashes Peychaud’s bitters
3 dashes Absinthe
Garnish: Maraschino cherry

Steps
1. Add all ingredients into a mixing glass
with ice and stir.
2. Strain into a chilled coupe.
3. Garnish with a skewered maraschino
cherry.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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MILLIONAIRE
Description
This traditional sour has been around since Prohibition. Ideal for fans of bourbon and
those that like their cocktails on the stronger side, the Millionaire includes pastis or
absinthe for the extra kick and egg white for an unforgettable texture.
Ingredients








2 oz Bourbon
3/4 oz Grand Marnier
1/2 oz Fresh lemon juice
1/2 oz Grenadine
1/4 oz Absinthe or pastis
1/2 oz Egg white
Garnish: Grated nutmeg

Steps
1. Add all ingredients into a shaker and
dry-shake (no ice) to let the egg white
foam up.
2. Add cubed ice and shake vigorously
for about 5 seconds.
3. Double-strain into a pre-chilled coupe
glass.
4. Grate nutmeg over the drink.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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WALDORF
Description
A relative of the Manhattan, the Waldorf was first created in the early 20th century at the old Waldorf hotel (now the Waldorf-Astoria)
in New York City. The hotel was demolished in 1929, but the drink lives on thanks to craft cocktail pioneer Dale DeGroff, who adapted
the recipe to the modern palate.
The original recipe, which appeared in “The Old Waldorf-Astoria Bar Book” by Albert Stevens Crockett, combined equal parts rye,
vermouth and absinthe. That is a boozy drink and a lot of absinthe, which can prove to be a challenging flavor for some drinkers. If you
like absinthe and want to try the original, go for it. However, DeGroff’s version has become the preferred recipe in the modern era. It
dials down the absinthe, opting for a quick rinse of the glass rather than a full pour. And it borrows from the classic Manhattan by
increasing the ratio of whiskey to vermouth.
Manhattan drinkers will notice the familiar taste of rye, sweet vermouth and aromatic bitters, but that small kick of absinthe shouldn’t
be overlooked. It takes the cocktail in a new direction with its herbal, anise-flavored accent.
With so many great rye whiskeys and sweet vermouths on the market, the Waldorf is a prime candidate for experimentation—similar
to how you might mix and match your ingredients when stirring up a Manhattan. A soft, 80-proof rye and a straightforward vermouth
will provide a relatively tame drink, while a bold, spicy, overproof rye whiskey and a richer, more herbal vermouth can produce a deeply
complex cocktail. There’s no right or wrong way to go here; just choose whichever combination suits your tastes, and enjoy this
Prohibition-era classic.

Ingredients





Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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2 ounces rye whiskey
3/4 ounce sweet vermouth
Absinthe, to rinse
3 dashes Angostura bitters

Steps
1. Rinse the inside of a chilled coupe with
absinthe and set aside.
2. Add whiskey, vermouth and bitters to
a mixing glass with ice and stir until
well-chilled.
3. Strain into the coupe.
4. Optional: Garnish with a lemon peel.
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GREEN ISAAC’S SPECIAL
Description
Invented by Ernest Hemingway, one of the 20th century’s most celebrated and
prodigious drinkers, the Green Isaac’s Special first appears in the writer’s novel “Islands
in the Stream”: “Where Thomas Hudson lay on the mattress his head was in the shade
cast by the platform at the forward end of the flying bridge where the controls were
and when Eddy came aft with the tall cold drink made of gin, lime juice, green coconut
water and chipped ice with just enough Angostura bitters to give it a rusty, rose color,
he held the drink in the shadow so the ice would not melt while he looked out over the
sea,” writes Hemingway.
This recipe is taken from Philip Greene’s "To Have and to Have Another: A Hemingway
Cocktail Companion," which mixes recipes, anecdotes and biographical information
about the famed novelist.
Ingredients






2 ounces London dry gin
4 ounces unsweetened coconut water
1 ounce lime juice, freshly squeezed
3 dashes Angostura bitters
Garnish: lime wedge or peel

Steps
1. Add all ingredients into a shaker with
ice and shake until well-chilled.
2. Pour, unstrained, into a highball glass.
3. Garnish with a lime wedge.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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FROZEN DAIQUIRI
Description
A classic Daiquiri, the Cuban cocktail that dates back to the late 1800s and was
famously the drink of Hemingway (admittedly with a few tweaks), is served up, not
frozen. But sometimes you yearn for something boozy and cold, authenticity be
darned. When those cravings hit, grab the traditional three ingredients, add extra ice
and give it all a spin in the blender, rendering a slushie-like treat: refreshing, tart and a
little sweet.
Even with the frozen version’s 1980s chain restaurant associations, sour mix has no
place in this cocktail. Freshly squeezed lime juice is the secret to allowing the drink’s
perfect flavors to shine through the slush.
Ingredients





2 ounces white or gold rum
3/4 ounce lime juice, freshly squeezed
3/4 ounce simple syrup
Garnish: lime wheel

Steps
1. Add all ingredients into a blender with
3 or 4 ice cubes.
2. Pulse until mixed.
3. Pour into a coupe or Margarita glass
and garnish with a lime wheel.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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VODKA MARTINI
Description
Purists will argue that a true Martini employs gin rather than vodka (and a higher
proportion of vermouth to the main spirit, at that), but who are we to disagree with
007, whose oft-repeated request for a Vodka Martini is as closely associated with the
series of films as his famed introduction as “Bond. James Bond”? We will, however,
insist that it should be stirred rather than shaken in order to produce the most silkysmooth cocktail.
Ingredients





2 1/2 ounces vodka
1/2 ounce dry vermouth
1 dash orange bitters
Garnish: lemon twist

Steps
1. Add all the ingredients into a mixing
glass with ice and stir until very wellchilled, about 20 to 30 seconds.
2. Strain into a chilled cocktail glass.
3. Garnish with a lemon twist.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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LONG ISLAND ICED TEA
Description
The Long Island Iced Tea was popularized in the 1970s and remains a beloved drink today. It’s possible the cocktail was born out of Prohibition,
when thirsty scofflaws wanted to disguise their booze. It’s also possible the drink sprung up in the ’70s at a bar in Long Island, or maybe at a TGI
Friday’s. One thing is known for sure: You still can’t throw a lemon wedge inside the chain restaurant without knocking one over.
On paper, the Long Island Iced Tea is one hot mess of a drink. Four different—and disparate—spirits slugging it out in a single glass, along with
triple sec, lemon juice and cola? The recipe reads more like a frat house hazing ritual than one of the world’s most popular cocktails. And yet,
somehow, it works.
That’s because the Long Island Iced Tea succeeds where so many of today’s refined cocktails fall short: It’s boozy AF—nearly four ounces of alcohol
against less than half that amount in mixers. Unless you’re a sailor on shore leave (and, probably, even if you are), that’s a red-flag ratio rife with
morning-after consequences. It’s also precisely what a person needs every now and then.
So, it’s best not to intellectualize the Long Island Iced Tea. Instead, simply love it for what it is: a one-and-done cocktail that goes down quickly
and gets the job done. That said, even though the drink is rarely served at establishments juicing fresh citrus, it really perks up with the addition of
fresh lemon juice. If you’re making one at home, squeeze some fruit for an easy win. And if you’re looking to tame your tea a bit, pull back the
boozy parts from three-quarter ounce to half-ounce, and lean in on the cola. The good people of Long Island won’t be offended.

Ingredients

Steps

3/4 ounce vodka
3/4 ounce white rum
3/4 ounce silver tequila
3/4 ounce gin
3/4 ounce triple sec
3/4 ounce simple syrup
3/4 ounce lemon juice, freshly
squeezed
 Cola, to top
 Garnish: lemon wedge

1. Add all ingredients except the cola
into a Collins glass with ice.
2. Top with a splash of the cola and stir
briefly.
3. Garnish with a lemon wedge.
4. Serve with a straw.








Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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PIMM’S CUP
Description
The Pimm’s Cup started as a health drink in 1840s London. Take a swig, and you’ll quickly see why—its blend of mid-proof spirit with lemon,
ginger and fruit is as revitalizing as cocktails get. And its charms are especially effective on a hot day.
The slow-sipping summer cocktail is the preferred vehicle for its eponymous liqueur, Pimm’s No. 1, a gin-based digestif created in the 1800s by a
London bar owner named James Pimm. The liqueur—and its associated cocktail—spread across the globe, finding a particularly loyal fan base in
New Orleans. Combined with ginger ale, lemon juice, cucumber and a medley of fruit garnishes, the drink proved to be a welcome relief from the
Southern heat. The Pimm’s Cup is also the favorite cooler at Wimbledon. The first Pimm’s Bar opened in 1971 on the hallowed tennis grounds, and
it’s still enjoyed today by the pitcher.
The Pimm’s Cup is built right in the glass, so it’s very easy to make at home. Simply mix Pimm’s No. 1 with fresh lemon juice and ginger ale and
apply your garnishes. With its refreshing taste and modest proof, its a great option for day-drinking, whether you’re watching tennis or enjoying a
sunny day on your porch.
To mix things up a bit, you can replace the ginger ale and lemon juice with sparkling lemonade. This variation is a popular serve and one that
creates an equally refreshing drink.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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Ingredients

Steps

 2 ounces Pimm’s No. 1
 1/2 ounce lemon juice, freshly
squeezed
 Ginger ale, to top
 Garnish: cucumber slice
 Garnish: mint sprig
 Garnish: strawberry
 Garnish: lemon wheel
 Garnish: orange wheel

1. Add all ingredients into a highball
glass over ice and stir briefly to
combine.
2. Garnish with a cucumber slice, mint
sprig, skewered strawberry and
optional lemon and orange wheels.
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GARDEN GIN & TONIC
Description
Drawing inspiration from the garnish-heavy Spanish-style Gin & Tonic, the Garden Gin
& Tonic uses gin and dry vermouth paired with a couple dashes of orange bitters and a
bouquet of summery garnishes that include a strawberry, grapefruit and lemon wheels,
cucumber slices and a lavender sprig, all served in a goblet.
This Gin & Tonic by veteran bartender Jamie Gordon is summer in a glass.
Ingredients










1/2 ounces Beefeater gin
1/2 ounce Dolin blanc vermouth
2 dashes orange bitters
Tonic water, to top
Garnish: strawberry
Garnish: grapefruit wheel
Garnish: lemon wheel
Garnish: cucumber slices
Garnish: lavender sprig

Steps
1. Add all ingredients except the tonic to
a goblet or wine glass and fill with
fresh ice.
2. Top with tonic water and garnish with
grapefruit and lemon wheels,
cucumber slices, strawberries and a
lavender sprig.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Jamie Gordon
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BEBBO
Description
Put winter's blood oranges to good use in this light citrusy gin drink from Ted Haigh’s
2004 book “Vintage Spirits and Forgotten Cocktails.”
Ingredients






1 1/2 ounces London dry gin
3/4 ounce fresh lemon juice
1/4 ounce fresh blood orange juice
1 ounce honey syrup
Garnish: lemon twist

Steps
1. Add all ingredients into a cocktail
shaker with ice and shake until wellchilled.
2. Fine-strain into a chilled coupe.
3. Garnish with a lemon twist.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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MOJITO
Description
The Mojito is one of the most popular rum cocktails served today, with a recipe known around the world. The origins of this classic drink can be traced back to Cuba and the
16th-century cocktail El Draque. Named for Sir Francis Drake, the English sea captain and explorer who visited Havana in 1586, El Draque was composed of aguardiente (a
cane spirit precursor to rum), lime, mint and sugar. It was supposedly consumed for medicinal purposes, but it’s easy to believe that drinkers enjoyed its flavor and effects.
Eventually, rum replaced aguardiente and the name was changed to the Mojito. It’s unclear exactly when this transpired, but the Mojito first appeared in cocktail literature in
the 1932 edition of “Sloppy Joe’s Bar Cocktail Manual, a book from the famed Havana institution.
Appropriately, almost all of the ingredients in the Mojito are indigenous to Cuba. Rum, lime, mint and sugar (the island nation grows sugar cane) are joined together and then
lengthened with thirst-quenching club soda to create a delicious, easygoing cocktail. The drink is traditionally made with unaged white rum, which yields a light, crisp flavor.
Using Cuban rum will score you points for authenticity, although many modern Cuban rums are lighter in style than their predecessors, so you might try experimenting with
white rums until you find one that you like best.
The Mojito is slightly more labor-intensive than other cocktails because it involves muddling the mint, but the end result is worth the effort. The mint combines with the other
ingredients for an extra dose of refreshment that, while often associated with summer, can be enjoyed any time of the year
If you prefer your cocktails with a dash of literary history, you’re in luck. The Mojito is said to have been a favorite of Ernest Hemingway who, according to local lore, partook of
them regularly at the Havana bar La Bodeguita del Medio.

Ingredients








3 mint leaves
1/2 ounce simple syrup
2 ounces white rum
3/4 ounce lime juice, freshly squeezed
Club soda, to top
Garnish: mint sprig
Garnish: lime wheel

Steps
1. Lightly muddle the mint with the
simple syrup in a shaker.
2. Add the rum, lime juice and ice, and
give it a brief shake.
3. Strain into a highball glass over fresh
ice.
4. Top with the club soda.
5. Garnish with a mint sprig and lime
wheel.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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LION’S TAIL
Description
One of the great forgotten cocktail ingredients, allspice dram (sometimes called
pimento dram), is experiencing a revival. Here it is in a classic cocktail made with
bourbon and fresh lime juice.
Ingredients







2 ounces bourbon
4 dashes Angostura bitters
1/2 ounce fresh lime juice
1/2 ounce simple syrup
1/2 ounce allspice dram
Garnish: orange peel

Steps
1. Add all ingredients into a shaker with
ice and shake for 10 to 15 seconds.
2. Strain into a coupe or cocktail glass.
3. Lightly express the oil from an orange
peel over top.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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BOURBON OLD FASHIONED
Description
When you get right down to it, the Bourbon Old Fashioned is little more than a slug of whiskey, seasoned and sweetened. Yet for all of its suave
simplicity, the drink remains as relevant today as it was when it first captured drinkers’ hearts 200 years ago.
If you’re a history buff, you could draw a straight line connecting this drink to the first recorded definition of the cocktail category in general (circa
1806), which called for spirits, sugar, water and bitters. The Old Fashioned hits all those marks, with whiskey, sugar, water and aromatic bitters. You
could also skip the history lesson and simply make the drink. Do the latter if you’re getting thirsty.
Start by using good bourbon, the rule being that if you wouldn’t sip it by itself it has no place at the helm of a Bourbon Old Fashioned. (There are
other whiskey drinks for masking subpar booze—this isn’t one of them.) From there, the cocktail-minded seem to break into two camps: simple
syrup or muddled sugar.
While a barspoon of syrup can cut your prep time in half, it robs the drink of some of the weight and texture that makes it so appealing. If you
want to make the drink like they did back in the 19th century, granulated sugar or a sugar cube is the way to go. If you want to make the cocktail
with more of a modern twist, opt for simple syrup. (Although what’s the big rush? The Bourbon Old Fashioned isn’t going anywhere). Just know
that simple syrup adds a bit more water to your drink, so you may need to adjust your ice and stirring accordingly.
Once you’ve mastered the Bourbon Old Fashioned, you can also try making the cocktail with rye whiskey, which results in a slightly spicier drink.
Or you can use rum, brandy or any number of spirits—after all, the Old Fashioned is more of a template than an exact science. But there’s
something about the bourbon-spiked version that drinkers have been coming back to for decades, so why mess with perfection?

Ingredients





Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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1/2 teaspoon sugar
3 dashes Angostura bitters
1 teaspoon water
2 ounces bourbon
Garnish: orange peel

Steps
1. Add the sugar and bitters into a rocks
glass, then add water, and stir until
sugar is nearly dissolved.
2. Fill the glass with large ice cubes, add
the bourbon, and gently stir to
combine.
3. Express the oil of an orange peel over
the glass, then drop in.
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MANHATTAN
Description
The Manhattan was the most famous cocktail in the world shortly after it was invented in New York City’s Manhattan Club, some time around 1880
(as the story goes). Over the years, the whiskey classic has dipped in and out of fashion before finding its footing as one of the cornerstones of the
craft cocktail renaissance.
Amazingly, the drink that socialites tipped to their lips in the 19th century looks and tastes pretty much the same as the one served today at any
decent cocktail bar. The Manhattan’s mix of American whiskey and Italian vermouth, perked up with a few dashes of aromatic bitters, is timeless
and tasty—the very definition of what a cocktail should be.
Early versions call for rye, with its spicier, edgier profile. Purists claim that it’s not a Manhattan without it, but who has ever had fun drinking with a
purist? We find that bourbon creates a beautiful, if mellower, drink. And while Angostura bitters are a must in any variation, a single dash of
orange bitters helps brighten the cocktail’s edges, bringing the whiskey and vermouth together seamlessly, while the brandied cherry garnish
lends a touch of sweetness.
Despite all of the Manhattan’s unassailable qualities, bartenders and enterprising drinkers have still found ways to tweak the recipe into myriad
variations. Split the vermouth between sweet and dry, and you get the Perfect Manhattan. Switch the ratios to make vermouth the star, and you’ve
just stirred up a Reverse Manhattan. The Rob Roy is essentially a scotch Manhattan. And then you’ve got other named-for-New York cocktails like
the Red Hook and Brooklyn, which employ their own twists to take the drink in slightly new directions.
But regardless of all the options, there is only one classic Manhattan: two parts whiskey, one part sweet vermouth, and bitters. Mix one up (stirred,
never shaken), and you’ll see why this storied drink has remained a favorite since its inception.

Ingredients






2 ounces bourbon or rye
1 ounce sweet vermouth
2 dashes Angostura bitters
1 dash orange bitters
Garnish: brandied cherry

Steps
1. Add all the ingredients into a mixing
glass with ice, and stir until wellchilled.
2. Strain into a chilled coupe.
3. Garnish with a brandied cherry.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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DAIQUIRI
Description
The Daiquiri was supposedly invented in 1898 in the eponymous mining town of Daiquiri on the southeastern tip of Cuba by
an American mining engineer named Jennings Cox. It was introduced in the United States a decade later, when a U.S. Navy
medical officer brought the recipe from Cuba to Washington, D.C.
This three-ingredient gift has pleased millions of palates over the ensuing years, including household names like Ernest
Hemingway and President JFK. Yet no drink has suffered more abuse than the Daiquiri. In the century-plus since its inception,
the granddaddy of rum cocktails has gone from the pride of Havana to an unloved extra on the back of a Señor Frog’s table
tent. Even today, as the craft cocktail movement reaches full tilt, most people too often associate the Daiquiri with neoncolored adult slushies, the stuff of spring break blackouts and mind-splitting hangovers.
But in its purest form, the Daiquiri is simple and sublime, a delicate blend of rum’s sweetness with the raw freshness of sugar
and lime juice. Whole lives have been dedicated to balancing the three. That each ingredient should be of the highest quality
goes without saying, though even then the Daiquiri can throw you a curve. Choose an overly sweet rum or use too much
sugar, and you’re left sipping liquid candy; overdo the citrus, and the cocktail drowns in a puckering pool of acidity.
This recipe walks the knife edge with a mix of light rum and a darker demerara sugar syrup. The two bring out the best
qualities in each other and pair perfectly with the fresh lime juice. One trick when juicing the limes: Use a hand-squeezer (or
your own hands). The oils from the rind add an extra flash of intensity that gives the cocktail a nice, bright edge.

Ingredients





2 ounces light rum
1 ounce lime juice, freshly squeezed
3/4 ounce demerara sugar syrup
Garnish: lime twist

Steps
1. Add all the ingredients into a shaker
with ice, and shake until well-chilled.
2. Strain into a chilled coupe.
3. Garnish with a lime twist.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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CHRYSANTHEMUM
Description
Don’t go looking for gin or whiskey in this century-old classic. Vermouth lands the
starring role in a drink that’s light and herbal with a touch of absinthe to sharpen the
edges.
Ingredients





2 ounces dry vermouth
1 ounce Benedictine
3 dashes absinthe
Garnish: orange twist

Steps
1. Pour ingredients into a mixing glass
with ice and stir until cold.
2. Strain into a chilled coupe.
3. Garnish with an orange twist.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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BRANDY SANGAREE
Description
Dating back to the late 1700s, this single-serving punch is the perfect open-ended
drink. At its simplest, it’s sweet, spicy and low on alcohol. But add a shot of your
favorite brandy, and things get even more interesting.
Ingredients






1/2 tsp sugar
1 tsp water
2 ounces brandy
1 ounce port wine
Garnish: grated nutmeg

Steps
1. Add the sugar and water into a mixing
glass and stir until the sugar is
dissolved.
2. Add the brandy and port wine with ice
and stir.
3. Strain into a chilled Nick & Nora glass.

Image-Source: Liquor.com / Tim Nusog
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NEGRONI
Description
Easy to make and refreshingly bitter, the Negroni is said to have been invented in Florence by the dauntless Italian Count Camillo Negroni in the
early 20th century. While at Bar Casoni in Florence, he demanded that the bartender strengthen his favorite cocktail, the Americano, by replacing
the usual soda water with gin. To further differentiate the drink, the bartender also employed an orange peel rather than the typical lemon peel.
It’s a widely accepted tale, and one that is documented in “Sulle Tracce del Conte: La Vera Storia del Cocktail Negroni,” which was written by Lucca
Picchi, head bartender at Caffe Rivoire in Florence, Italy, and translates to “In the Footsteps of the Count: The True Story of the Negroni Cocktail.”
The Count’s fateful substitution resulted in one of the most popular stirred drinks in history, as the Negroni sits next to the Martini and Manhattan
in the pantheon of classics. It also launched a thousand riffs, and today the Negroni can be found in myriad iterations at restaurants and cocktail
bars around the world.
Over the course of its 100-year history, few cocktails have encouraged more frenzied experimentation than the beloved Negroni. Its one-to-oneto-one recipe of gin, Campari and sweet vermouth has become the platform on which generations of drink mixers have left their thumbprint. Sub
bourbon for gin, and you’ve got the Boulevardier, a great cocktail in its own right. Try rum or mezcal in the same equal parts configuration with
Campari and sweet vermouth, and you get far different yet equally balanced and impressive drinks.
There are more ways to tweak the Negroni than by simply swapping out its base spirit. The type of vermouth used can have an impact on the
outcome, too. Pick something more bitter, herbal, floral or dry, and you’ll notice the difference. But Campari? That almost always stays put. You can
try experimenting with a different bitter liqueur, and some bartenders do. But Campari is the one ingredient that nearly all Negronis have in
common.
So, how do you mix the perfect classic version? Start by selecting the right base materials. The key to a great Negroni is finding a gin-vermouth
pairing that complements, rather than overpowers, the bitter, bold flavors of Campari. Once you zero in on a winning trio, write it down, memorize
it, and request it at your favorite bar. You’ll gain the barkeep’s respect, make the count proud and, most importantly, you’ll enjoy a good drink.

Ingredients
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1 ounce gin
1 ounce Campari
1 ounce sweet vermouth
Garnish: orange peel

Steps
1. Add all the ingredients into a mixing
glass with ice, and stir until wellchilled.
2. Strain into a rocks glass filled with
large ice cubes.
3. Garnish with an orange peel.
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HOT BUTTERED RUM
Description
Why does a big sip of Hot Buttered Rum hit the spot in winter? Um, it’s hot, it has butter, it has rum: It’s comfort food in a mug. End of story.
Yet for some reason, this assessment isn’t universal. Dyspeptic cocktailian David Embury states in his 1948 book, "The Fine Art of Mixing Drinks,"
that this classic rum drink was “the worst” hot concoction.
“The lump of butter is the final insult,” he says. “It blends with the hot rum just about as satisfactorily as warm olive oil blends with champagne! I
believe that the drinking of Hot Buttered Rum should be permitted only in the Northwest Passage and, even there, only by highly imaginative and
overenthusiastic novelists.”
Embury was sticking a shiv in Kenneth Roberts, the author of the 1937 bestselling historical novel, "Northwest Passage." Roberts had all but
singlehandedly returned to favor this obscure colonial rum drink by incorporating it into his tale. “After a man’s had two-three drinks of Hot
Buttered Rum, he don’t shoot a catamount,” states Roberts. “All he’s got to do is walk up to him and kiss him just once, then put him in his bag, all
limp.”
Perhaps not surprisingly, a small mania was born. Even Tiki maven Trader Vic included the Hot Buttered Rum cocktail in his 1946 "Book of Food
and Drink," with a nod to Roberts.
To Embury’s credit, he does single out the chief flaw in lesser versions of the drink: the greasy blob of melted butter floating on the surface.
Recipes often call for simply adding a dollop before serving.
My advice: Don’t. Instead, use a batter—this formula was passed around my wife’s family for at least three generations. By whipping up a butter
batter with ice cream, somehow you avoid the odious slick. And you need to make a tub only once each winter. Store it in the freezer, and you can
be sipping a Hot Buttered Rum in as long as it takes a tea kettle to do its job.

Ingredients
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2 ounces gold rum
1 tablespoon hot buttered rum batter
Boiling water, to top
Garnish: freshly grated nutmeg
Garnish: cinnamon stick

Steps
1. Add the rum and batter into a mug.
2. Fill with boiling water and stir.
3. Garnish with freshly grated nutmeg
and a cinnamon stick.
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VESPER
Description
The Vesper, also known as the Vesper Martini, was made famous by James Bond. The cocktail
was invented by none other than Bond author Ian Fleming. The Vesper first appeared in his book
“Casino Royale,” which was published in 1953 and gets its name from fictional double agent
Vesper Lynd.
When Bond orders the Vesper, it comes with strict instructions that must be followed by any who
make it: “Three measures of Gordon’s, one of vodka, half a measure of Kina Lillet. Shake it very
well until it’s ice-cold, then add a large thin slice of lemon peel. Got it?”
With all due respect to 007, there's one change we'd recommend. Shaking a Vesper can result in
an overly diluted and less smoothly textured drink; the golden rule is to always stir a spirit-only
drink, and we see no reason to make an exception here.

Ingredients





3 ounces gin
1 ounce vodka
1/2 ounce Lillet blanc apéritif
Garnish: lemon twist

Steps
1. Add all the ingredients into a mixing
glass with ice and stir until well-chilled.
2. Strain into a chilled cocktail glass.
3. Express the oils from a lemon twist
over the drink, rub the twist along the
rim of the glass and drop it into the
cocktail.
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BLOOD & SAND
Description
The Blood & Sand is a classic scotch-based cocktail that has withstood the test of time.
The recipe first appeared in 1930 in "The Savoy Cocktail Book" by Harry Craddock and
has become a mainstay on bar menus ever since.
It gets its name from a 1922 bullfighter movie and points to its ingredients: The “blood”
represents Heering cherry liqueur, and the “sand” is for the orange juice.
The key to the cocktail is to use a smooth scotch that’s not too smoky and freshly
squeezed orange juice. So forget about your Islay scotches (for now), and avoid that
carton of OJ in the fridge.
Ingredients






3/4 ounce scotch
3/4 ounce sweet vermouth
3/4 ounce Heering cherry liqueur
3/4 ounce fresh orange juice
Garnish: orange peel

Steps
1. Add all ingredients into a shaker with
ice and shake.
2. Strain into a chilled coupe or cocktail
glass.
3. Garnish with an orange peel.
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TOM COLLINS
Description
Elaborate infusions and esoteric bitters are fun, but you don’t need anything fancy to create a great cocktail. Often times,
easy-to-source ingredients combined into simple packages can result in the best drinks. Case in point: the Tom Collins, a
classic cocktail featuring gin, lemon juice, simple syrup and club soda. The refreshing drink tastes like a spiked sparkling
lemonade and is equipped with everything you need to cool down on a hot day.
There’s some debate as to the cocktail’s origin. According to drinks historian David Wondrich, the Tom Collins is strikingly
similar to the gin punches being served in London bars during the 19th century. An enterprising barkeep named John Collins
named the concoction after himself, whether or not he truly invented it. But given that the cocktail was typically made with
Old Tom gin, drinkers eventually took to requesting Tom rather than John Collinses.
The Tom Collins was immortalized in Harry Johnson’s 1882 book, “New and Improved Bartender’s Manual: Or How to Mix
Drinks of the Present Style.” It remained popular over the decades and is still a prominent drink today, available at bars across
the world. You don’t need to visit a bar to drink one, however. As the Tom Collins requires no special tools—not even a
shaker or strainer—it’s easy to make at home. Simply build the drink in a tall glass, add ice and an optional garnish, and
you’re done. Take just one refreshing sip, and you’ll quickly see why this cocktail lives up to its classic status.

Ingredients







2 ounces London Dry gin
1 ounce lemon juice, freshly squeezed
1/2 ounce simple syrup
Club soda, to top
Garnish: lemon wheel
Garnish: maraschino cherry

Steps
1. Add the gin, lemon juice and simple
syrup into a Collins glass.
2. Fill with ice, top with club soda and
stir.
3. Garnish with a lemon wheel and
maraschino cherry (optional).
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REMEMBER THE MAINE
Description
If you appreciate a good Manhattan—a rye Manhattan specifically—then the
Remember the Maine will most likely find a home in your drinks repertoire. The cocktail
comes from Charles H. Baker, Jr’s. The Gentleman’s Companion from 1939 and is
notable for its additions of cherry liqueur and a touch of absinthe.
Ingredients






2 oz Rye whiskey
3/4 oz Sweet vermouth
2 tsp Cherry Heering liqueur
1/2 tsp Absinthe
Garnish: Brandied cherry

Steps
1. In a chilled coupe or cocktail glass,
add the absinthe. Roll around to coat
and discard the excess.
2. Add the rye, vermouth and liqueur to
a mixing glass with ice and stir well.
3. Strain into the prepared glass, and
garnish with a brandied cherry.
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PICON PUNCH
Description
This 19th-century sipper hails from Marseilles, France, by way of Bakersfield, Calif.,
where it was mixed regularly for the local Basque population. The main ingredient, a
bitter French digestif called Amer Picon, is no longer commercially available in the U.S.
But that didn’t stop the bar team at San Francisco’s 15 Romolo, whose recipe
substitutes a trio of Italian amari to fill in the drink’s intense herbal character.
This recipe originally appeared as part of “Picon Punch Is the Winter Drink You Never
Knew You Needed.”
Ingredients






1 1/2 oz Amer Picon*
1/4 oz Grenadine*
Soda water, to top
1/2 oz Brandy
Garnish: Lemon peel

Steps
1. Pour the Amer Picon and grenadine
into a Georgian Irish Coffee glass over
ice and stir briefly.
2. Fill almost to top with the soda water.
3. Float the brandy on top.
4. Garnish with a lemon peel.
5. *Amer Picon: Because it’s not available in the
U.S., as a substitute, combine 2 parts Ramazzotti
amaro, 2 parts dry curaçao and 1 part gentian
liqueur in an airtight bottle and shake.
Refrigerate until ready to use.
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ROB ROY
Description
Celebrate the Scottish folk hero with the classic whisky-based Rob Roy cocktail. This
recipe is similar to the beloved Manhattan but uses scotch instead of rye whiskey and
Angostura bitters instead of aromatic bitters. The difference is delicious.
Ingredients





2 ounces scotch
3/4 ounce sweet vermouth
3 dashes Angostura bitters
Garnish: brandied cherry

Steps
1. Add all the ingredients into a mixing
glass over ice and stir.
2. Strain into a chilled cocktail glass.
3. Garnish with 2 speared brandied
cherries.
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BROWN DERBY
Description
The classic Brown Derby cocktail features a refreshing blend of bourbon, grapefruit juice and honey syrup. That trio of simple
ingredients belies the complex taste of the drink, as the honey bridges the gap between the tart citrus and the spicy bourbon
to produce an intricate combination that has stood the test of time.
According to Dale DeGroff’s 2002 book, “The Craft of the Cocktail,” the Brown Derby was created in the 1930s at the
Vendôme Club in Los Angeles, and it was named for the eponymous hat-shaped diner that was located nearby. However, its
origin gets a bit murky from there.
The Brown Derby appeared in the book “Hollywood Cocktails,” which was published in 1933. But it also appeared under a
different name, the De Rigueur Cocktail, in British bartender Harry Craddock’s classic 1930 tome, “The Savoy Cocktail Book.”
Did the former pull the recipe from the latter and change its name? Were two drinks with the same recipe living under
different names in different places? It’s impossible to know for sure, but drinkers won’t be concerned with history when they
take a sip of the sweet, tart, refreshing cocktail.
The Brown Derby is very easy to make—you simply shake up bourbon, grapefruit and honey syrup with ice. But it’s important
to note that honey syrup is honey that has been thinned out with water. This process produces a more mixable sweetener
that blends more easily with the other ingredients. And best of all: That syrup will last for up to a month in the fridge, so you
can keep some on hand for additional recipes.

Ingredients

Steps

 1 1/2 ounces bourbon
 1 ounce grapefruit juice, freshly
squeezed
 1/2 ounce honey syrup
 Garnish: grapefruit twist

1. Add all ingredients into a shaker with
ice and shake until well-chilled
2. Fine-strain into a cocktail glass.
3. Express the oil from a grapefruit twist
and drop in to garnish (or garnish with
a grapefruit wedge).
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MARGARITA
Description
The Margarita is one of the most popular cocktails in North America—for good reason. Combining the tang of lime and the sweetness of orange
liqueur with the distinctive strength of tequila, the classic Margarita strikes all of the right keys. What’s less certain, however, is the drink’s origin.
Some say the cocktail was invented in 1948 in Acapulco, Mexico, when a Dallas socialite combined blanco tequila with Cointreau and lime juice for
her guests. Others say that the Margarita, which translates to daisy flower in Spanish, was an inevitable twist on the Daisy, a cocktail template
involving spirit, citrus, orange liqueur and soda. Make one with tequila, leave out the soda, and you get a Margarita. But regardless of how or when
it was invented, the Margarita has earned its way into drinkers’ hearts.
When choosing your tequila, quality is key. Opt for a blanco made from 100% blue agave. If it doesn’t say this on the label, it’s mixto—a tequila
composed of up to 49% mystery sugars. And although many people reach for premade sour mix, using fresh lime juice will result in a vastly
superior drink. Then there’s the orange liqueur. What is a mandatory ingredient for some is rendered optional by others, who replace the
sweetener with agave syrup. Go that route, and you get the Tommy’s Margarita, which was created in the early ’90s at Tommy’s Mexican
Restaurant in San Francisco.
When talking Margaritas, it’s easy to get lost in stories about who invented the drink or get mired in debates over salt versus no salt; blended or
frozen; triple sec, Cointreau or Grand Marnier. In our opinion, this version is the tried-and-true recipe for the best Margarita you can make.
Memorize it, and you’ll always impress.

Ingredients







2 ounces blanco tequila
1/2 ounce orange liqueur
1 ounce lime juice, freshly squeezed
1/2 ounce agave syrup
Garnish: lime wheel
Garnish: kosher salt (optional)

Steps
1. Add all ingredients into a cocktail
shaker with ice, and shake until wellchilled.
2. Strain into a rocks glass over fresh ice.
3. Garnish with a lime wheel and kosher
salt (optional).
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TEQUILA SUNRISE
Description
The Tequila Sunrise cocktail, with its bright striations of color, evokes a summer sunrise.
This classic drink has only three ingredients—tequila, grenadine and orange juice—and
is served unmixed to preserve the color of each layer.
The Tequila Sunrise was created by Bobby Lozoff and Billy Rice in Sausalito, California.
The cocktail achieved notoriety after Mick Jagger began drinking it and The Rolling
Stones dubbed their 1972 tour “the cocaine and Tequila Sunrise tour.” The drink has
been a part of the cocktail canon ever since.
Ingredients

Steps

 2 ounces blanco tequila
 4 ounces orange juice, freshly
squeezed
 1/4 ounce grenadine
 Garnish: orange slice
 Garnish: cherry

1. Add the tequila and then the orange
juice to a chilled highball glass filled
with ice.
2. Top with the grenadine, which will sink
to the bottom of the glass, creating a
layered effect.
3. Garnish with an orange slice and a
cherry.
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PISCO SOUR
Description
Chile and Peru bicker fiercely over the birthright of the Pisco Sour (and pisco), but by most accounts, the drink originated with an American. Expat
bartender Victor Morris is believed to have concocted the frothy, smooth cocktail in his Lima bar around 1915 or perhaps the early 1920s.
Blending pisco, lime juice, egg white and Angostura bitters, the Pisco Sour is simultaneously earthy, sweet and tart—a cocktail worth fighting over.
Pisco is a grape-distilled spirit that was first made in the 16th century. Piscos vary in style and grape variety, with different expressions ranging in
flavor from dry and earthy to floral and fruity. The Pisco Sour doesn’t call for a particular pisco, so enterprising drinkers can experiment to find
which one they prefer.
Spirit, citrus, sugar and egg white are the core ingredients in a good sour, including the popular Whiskey Sour. But one small difference that’s
become emblematic of the Pisco Sour is its inclusion of Angostura bitters. The aromatic bitters, which are usually applied as a garnish, add color
and fragrance to the cocktail. Those bitters sit atop the drink’s fluffy head, a trait that can be achieved by dry-shaking the cocktail, which means to
shake it first without ice to incorporate the liquid ingredients with the egg before shaking it again with ice to provide chill and dilution.
The result is a delicious cocktail with a silky mouthfeel that can provide refreshment whether you’re hiking in the Andes or drinking on the beach.

Ingredients
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2 ounces pisco
1 ounce lime juice, freshly squeezed
1/2 ounce simple syrup
1 egg white
Garnish: Angostura bitters

Steps
1. Add all ingredients into a shaker and
dry-shake (without ice) vigorously.
2. Add ice and shake again until wellchilled.
3. Strain into a chilled Nick & Nora glass.
(Alternatively, you can strain it into a
rocks glass over fresh ice.)
4. Garnish with 3 to 5 drops of Angostura
bitters. Using a straw, toothpick or
similar, swirl the bitters into a simple
design if desired.
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SIDECAR
Description
With a century of history behind it, the Sidecar is probably the most famous of all classic cognac drinks, and it remains a favorite today. Composed
of cognac, orange liqueur and fresh lemon juice, it’s tart and dry, balanced by a sugared rim. The drink is a direct descendant of the Brandy Crusta,
a long-forgotten New Orleans cocktail that has enjoyed something of a comeback in recent years.
The Sidecar was likely invented around World War One. It graced the pages of two books in 1922: “Harry’s ABC of Mixing Cocktails” by Harry
MacElhone and “Cocktails and How to Mix Them” by Robert Vermeire. Both books listed the recipe with equal parts cognac, Cointreau and lemon
juice, but subsequent versions switched up the ratios, calling for two parts cognac, one part Cointreau and one part lemon. The latter formula is
still common today and is used for this recipe.
The sugared rim is optional when making a Sidecar, but considering that this cocktail lands on the drier side of the sweetness spectrum, a few
granules of sugar with each sip provide a welcome treat.
How the Sidecar got its name is a source of debate: Both a French and English bar claim to have invented the cocktail for a customer who arrived
at the location in the sidecar of a motorcycle. That seems plausible enough.
Bar veteran Dale DeGroff, however, says the drink’s name references the mixture that’s left in the shaker after straining and served in a shot glass
on the side. This little bonus is called, that’s right, a sidecar. You don’t have to serve a little shot alongside your Sidecar, but it’s a sure way to elicit
smiles from whoever you’re serving—and it’s a great segue into telling the origin story of the cocktail.

Ingredients

Steps

 1 1/2 ounces cognac
 3/4 ounce orange liqueur (such as
Cointreau)
 3/4 ounce lemon juice, freshly
squeezed
 Garnish: orange twist
 Garnish: sugar rim (optional)

1. Coat the rim of a coupe glass with
sugar, if desired, and set aside.
2. Add all ingredients into a shaker with
ice and shake until well-chilled.
3. Strain into the prepared glass.
4. Garnish with an orange twist.
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BLOODY CAESAR
Description
This clam-juice-spiked Bloody Mary is the national cocktail of Canada.
Ingredients

Steps

Celery salt
1 1/2 ounces vodka
4 ounces Clamato juice
2 dashes Worcestershire sauce
2 dashes Tabasco sauce
prepared horseradish, to taste
(optional)
 Garnish: cucumber spear
 Garnish: lime wedge
 Garnish: celery stalk

1. Coat the rim of a tall glass with celery
salt, fill with ice and set aside.
2. Add remaining ingredients into a
mixing glass with ice.
3. Pour back and forth into another
mixing glass a few times to mix.
4. Strain into the prepared glass.
5. Garnish with a cucumber spear, lime
wedge and celery stalk.
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AMERICANO
Description
Mix up the Americano on the Fourth of July or anytime the spirit moves you.
Ingredients





1 1/2 ounces Campari
1 1/2 ounces sweet vermouth
1 splash club soda
Garnish: orange twist

Steps
1. Pour the Campari and vermouth into a
rocks or highball glass filled with ice.
2. Add the club soda.
3. Garnish with an orange twist.
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CAIPIRINHA
Description
Chances are high you encountered Brazil’s national drink, the Caipirinha, if you’ve ever traveled to the South American country. Refreshing and
easy to make, the cocktail contains fresh lime juice, sugar and cachaça—a spirit as central to Brazilian identity as samba, soccer and carnival.
Cachaça is also the country’s national spirit, inextricably tying this drink to its home.
First made in the 1500s, cachaça is similar to rum, but it has a flavor that’s all its own. Most rums are distilled from molasses, a byproduct of
sugarcane processing, while cachaça is distilled from the fermented juice of sugar cane. This important difference yields a distinct spirit that is
characterized by its funky, grassy flavors, which set the Caipirinha apart from other sweet-and-sour cocktails like the Daiquiri.
It’s unclear exactly when the Caipirinha first entered the scene, but many historians believe it was originally served in the early 20th century as a
remedy for illness. Others say it was invented in the 19th century by Brazilian farmers as a way to showcase local sugarcane. Regardless of how or
when it came to be, drinkers have gravitated toward its pleasing flavors and heady effects ever since.
The Caipirinha is easy to make and can be constructed right in the glass, but its build instructions are exacting. Lime juice and simple syrup won’t
get the job done here; the drink specifically calls for lime wedges and finely granulated sugar. Muddling the limes with abrasive sugar helps to
release not only the fruit’s juice, but also the rich, aromatic oils from the peel.
The classic Caipirinha is not a cocktail that requires improvement—it’s delicious just the way it is. But that’s never kept bartenders from
experimenting and tweaking the original recipe. The most common variation is the Caipiroska, which is simply made with vodka in place of
cachaça. Other variations call for muddling fruits like raspberry or pineapple with the lime. Whichever route you go, the Caipirinha is refreshing
and flavorful, with a unique ability to bring you straight to the tropics, no matter where you’re drinking.

Ingredients





1 lime, cut into wedges
2 teaspoons sugar
2 ounces cachaça
Garnish: lime wheel

Steps
1. In a double Old Fashioned glass,
muddle the lime wedges and sugar.
2. Fill with ice, add the cachaça, and stir
briefly.
3. Garnish with a lime wheel.
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SAZERAC
Description
A close cousin to the Old Fashioned, the Sazerac has been kicking around in one form or another since as early as 1838 (with other reports pegging its invention closer to the
late-1800s) and was trademarked in 1900 by Sazerac Co.). In 2008, it was crowned the official cocktail of New Orleans, a designation more suited to marketers than drink
mixers. The truth is the Sazerac has always belonged to the Crescent City.
It is believed that the first Sazeracs were made with French brandy—Sazerac de Forge et Fils, to be exact. And it’s known that those first Sazeracs contained Peychaud’s bitters,
a bright-red concoction with flavors of gentian and anise that was invented by New Orleans resident Antoine Peychaud. Add some sugar and a dash of absinthe, and you get
a strong, aromatic drink that embodies the city from whence it hails.
Eventually, that French brandy was replaced with American rye whiskey, a spirit that grew in both popularity and availability during the 19th century. Brandy or cognac, which
are distilled from grapes, yield a Sazerac that is fruity and floral, different than today’s rye-based versions, which feature the grain spirit’s trademark spice notes.
A well-made rye Sazerac is indeed a tasty thing, full of spice and depth, though perhaps a hair too much muscle. That’s why this recipe combines equal parts cognac and rye,
not as a gestural homage to a lost classic but because the two work together so perfectly. The coupling is a boozy yin-yang that when accented by the licorice flavors of
absinthe produces a cocktail that’s simultaneously soft and bold, smooth and brash, and so unmistakably New Orleans.

Ingredients









Absinthe, to rinse
1 sugar cube
1/2 teaspoon cold water
3 dashes Peychaud’s bitters
2 dashes Angostura bitters
1 1/4 ounces rye whiskey
1 1/4 ounces cognac
Garnish: lemon peel

Steps
1. Rinse a chilled rocks glass with
absinthe, discarding any excess, and
set aside.
2. In a mixing glass, muddle the sugar
cube, water and both bitters.
3. Add the rye and cognac, fill with ice,
and stir until well-chilled.
4. Strain into the prepared glass.
5. Twist a lemon peel over the drink’s
surface to extract the oils, and then
garnish with the peel.
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HOT BUTTERED RUM BATTER
Description
Use this Hot Buttered Rum batter as a base to make the perfect Hot Buttered Rum in a
snap.
Ingredients








1 pound butter
1 pound brown sugar
1 pound sugar
1 tablespoon ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon ground clove
1 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1 quart vanilla ice cream, softened
slightly

Steps
1. Add all the ingredients except the ice
cream to a bowl and stir to combine.
2. Add the ice cream and stir again.
3. Transfer to a container with a lid, seal
and store in the freezer.
4. Refer to the Hot Buttered Rum recipe
to build the drink.
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THANK YOU

